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In this paper we study the RankinCohen type bilinear differential operators,
more generally, multilinear differential operators on the space of Jacobi forms on
H_Cn as well as on the space of modular forms on the orthogonal group O(2, n+2).
These types of Jacobi forms have been studied by Gritsenko and Krieg.  2000
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of the classical Jacobi forms on H_C has been studied
extensively by Eichler and Zagier [6]. Ziegler [13] developed a more
general approach of Jacobi forms of higher degree. In [7] and [10],
Gritsenko and Krieg studied Jacobi forms on H_Cn and showed that
these kinds of Jacobi forms naturally arise in the Jacobi Fourier expansions
of all kinds of automorphic forms in several variables. Krieg [10] also
considered modular forms on the orthogonal group O(2, n+2).
On the other hand, there are many interesting connections between
differential operators and the theory of elliptic modular forms and many
interesting results have been explored. In particular, it has been known
for some time how to obtain an elliptic modular form from the derivatives
of N elliptic modular forms, which has already been studied in detail by
Rankin [11]. When N=2, as a special case of Rankin’s result in [11],
Cohen has constructed certain covariant bilinear operators which he used to
obtain modular forms with interesting Fourier coefficients [5]. Later, these
covariant bilinear operators were called RankinCohen operators by Zagier
who studied their algebraic relations [12]. Recently, the RankinCohen type
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bracket operators on the classical Jacobi forms on H_C and Siegel forms
of genus 2 have been studied using the heat operator and differential
operator, respectively [14]. In this paper we study differential operators
on the space of Jacobi forms on H_Cn. It generalizes the results for
Jacobi forms on H_C to those on H_Cn.
This paper organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definition of
Jacobi forms and a heat operator. In Section 3, we show how to construct
Jacobi forms on H_Cn using a formal power series satisfying a certain
functional equation. This method has been first studied by Zagier [12] to
construct elliptic modular forms from a formal power series satisfying a
certain functional equation and modified to construct the classical Jacobi
forms as well as Siegel forms of genus 2 in [2, 3]. In Section 4, the Rankin
Cohen type of bilinear differential operators, more generally, multilinear
differential operators on the space of Jacobi forms on H_Cn have been
constructed, explicitly. This is an analogue of the theory on the classical
Jacobi forms on H_C, which was studied in [1, 4], to that of Jacobi
forms on H_Cn. In Section 5, the relation between the RankinCohen
operators of Jacobi forms on H_Cn and those of elliptic modular forms
has been stated using theta series expansion. In Section 6, we also study
bilinear and multilinear differential operators on the space of modular
forms over the orthogonal group O(2, n+2).
2. DEFINITIONS
We follow the notations given in [10]. Let V{[0] be a real vector
space of a finite dimension n with a positive definite symmetric bilinear
form _ and an even lattice 4 in V, i.e., _(*, *) # 2Z for all * # 4. Let 4& :=
[+ # V | _(*, +) # Z for all * # 4] be the dual lattice of 4 with respect to _.
We denote H the complex upper half plane in C and VC=VC the
complexfication of V. We extend _ to VC by C-linearity.
Definition 2.1 (Jacobi form). Given k # Z, a holomorphic function
f : H_VC  C is called a Jacobi form of weight k with respect to (4, _) if
f satisfies
f ({, z)=( f |k, _ M)({, z) :=(#{+$)&k e&(?i##{+$) _(z, z) f \M{, z#{+$+
(2.1)
for all M=( :#
;
$) # 1=SL(2, Z) and for all *, + # 4
f ({, z)=( f |_ [*, +])({, z) :=e?i{_(*, *)+2?i_(*, z)f ({, z+{*++) (2.2)
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with a Fourier expansion of the form
f ({, z)= :
2l_(*, *)
l # N0 , * # 4
&
:(l, *) e2?il{+2?i_(*, z).
The space of Jacobi forms of weight k with respect to (4, _) is denoted
by Jk(4, _).
Remark 2.2. In the general case, we can choose an isomorphism of 4
with Zn and hence of VC with Cn. Then the bilinear form _ is given by
(a, b) [ _A(a, b)=atAb, a, b # Cn where A is a positive definite, integral
and even [10].
From Remark 2.2, we can fix the choice of lattice 4=Zn and then write
Jk, A instead of Jk(4, _A). Here, A is a positive definite even integral matrix
associated to _A . Then the Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) become
f ({, z)=( f |k, A M)({, z) :=(#{+$)&k e&(?i##{+$) z
tAzf \M{, z#{+$+
(2.3)
for all M=( :#
;
$) # 1=SL(2, Z), { # H and z # C
n. For all *, + # Zn
f ({, z)=( f |A[*, +])({, z) :=e?i{*
tA*+2?i* tAzf ({, z+{*++). (2.4)
Now we define a heat operator associated to A.
Definition 2.3 (Heat operator). For an even positive definite symmetric
integral n_n matrix A, define a heat operator LA by
LA=4?i |A| {& :
1i, jn
Aijzi zj , { # H, z=(z1 , ..., zn) # C
n.
Here, Aij is the cofactor of the entry a ij of A, |A| is the determinant of A
and x=

x .
Remark 2.4. When n=1, LA=8?iA{&2z , { # H, z # C, A # Z
+, is the
classical heat operator.
3. CONSTRUCTION
In this section we show how to construct a Jacobi form from a formal
power series satisfying a certain functional equation using a heat operator
LA . This generalizes the results about elliptic modular forms by Eichler and
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Zagier [6] and about classical Jacobi forms as well as Siegel modular
forms of genus 2 by the first author [13].
Theorem 3.1 (Construction). Let A be an even positive definite symmetric
integral n_n matrix. Define a formal power series in X,
f A({, z; X)= :

&=0
/&({, z) X &,
satisfying, for some integer k, the functional equation
f A \M{, z#{+$ ;
X
(#{+$)2+=(#{+$)k e(?i##{+$) z tAze4?i |A| (#X#{+$) f A({, z; X )
(3.1)
for all M=( :#
;
$) # 1. Furthermore, if coefficients /&({, z) of f ({, z; X ) are
holomorphic in H_Cn and satisfy
(/& |A [*, +])({, z)=/&({, z) for all *, + # Zn (3.2)
with a Fourier expansion of the form
/&({, z)= :
l # N0 ,
:
2l*tA*
* # A&1Z n,
:(l, *) e2?il{+2?i* tAz, (3.3)
then !& , defined as
!&({, z)= :
&
l=0
(&1)l LlA(/&&l)(:n+2&&l&2)!
l !(:n+2&&2)!
, (3.4)
is in Jk+2&, A . Here, :n=k& n2 , x!=1(x+1) and L
l
A=LA b } } } b LA
l-times
.
Remark 3.2. Since f is periodic in each variables { and z from the func-
tional equation (3.1) and (3.2), /&({, z) has a Fourier expansion which is a
priori of the form (3.3) except for the positivity condition.
We need the following Lemma to prove Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.3. Let f be in Jk, A . Then
(LA f )|k+2, A M=LA( f | k, A M)+(4?i |A| ) \k&n2+\
#
#{+$+ ( f |k, A M),
(3.5)
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for all M=( V#
V
$) # 1. In general, for any nonnegative integer &,
(L&A f )|k+2&, A M
= :
&
l=0 \
&
l+ (4?i |A| )&&l
\k&n2+&&1+ !
\k&n2+l&1+ !
\ ##{+$+
&&l
LlA( f | k, A M).
(3.6)
Moreover, for all *, *$ # Zn,
LA( f |A[*, *$])=(LA f )| A [*, *$]. (3.7)
Proof. Let M=( V#
V
$) # 1 and A=(aij). From the functional equation (2.3),
f{({, z)=(#{+$)&k&2 e&(?i##{+$) z
tAzf{ \M{, z#{+$+
&\ #k#{+$+ (#{+$)&k e&(?i##{+$) ztAzf \M{,
z
#{+$+
+?i \ ##{+$+
2
ztAz(#{+$)&k e&(?i##{+$) z tAzf \M{, z#{+$+
& :
n
l=0
#zl
(#{+$)2
(#{+$)&k e&(?i##{+$) z tAzfzl \M{, z#{+$+
and for all 1l, l$n,
fzl zl$ ({, z)
=(#{+$)&k&2 e&(?i##{+$) z tAzfzlzl$ \M{, z#{+$+
&?i \ ##{+$+ 2all$(#{+$)&k e&(?i##{+$) z tAzf \M{,
z
#{+$+
&?2 \ ##{+$+
2
\ :
n
j=1
2aljz j +\ :
n
j=1
2al$jzj+
_(#{+$)&k e&(?i##{+$) z tAzf \M{, z#{+$+
&?i \ ##{+$+\ :
n
j=1
2aljz j+ (#{+$)&k&1 e&(?i##{+$) z tAzfzl$ \M{, z#{+$+
&?i \ ##{+$+\ :
n
j=1
2al$jzj+ (#{+$)&k&1 e&(?i##{+$) ztAzfzl \M{, z#{+$+ ,
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where fx= fx . The above computation implies that
(LAf )|k, A M=LA( f | k, A M)+4?i |A| \k&n2+\
#
#{+$+ ( f | k, A M).
Using (3.5) and by induction on &, we obtain (3.6). We omit the computation.
Similarly, from the functional equation (2.4), one can obtain
LA( f |A[*, *$])=(LA f )| A [*, *$], \*, *$ # Zn. K
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof is analogous to that given in [2]. We
introduce the operator L k, A defined by
L k, A=LA&\k&n2+

X
&X
2
X2
.
Then, from a direct computation using the functional equations (3.1) and
(3.5), we get
L k, A \(#{+$)&k e&(?i##{+$) z tAze&4?i |A| (#X#{+$) f \M{, z#{+$ ;
X
(#{+$)2++
=(#{+$)&k&2 e&(?i##{+$) z tAze&4?i |A| (#X#{+$)L k, A
_\ f \M{, z#{+$ ;
X
(#{+$)2++ , (3.8)
for all M=( V#
V
$) # 1. So, by considering the space J k, A of functions f
satisfying the functional equation (3.1), we see that, by (3.8), L k, A is a map
from J k, A to J k+2, A .
Explicitly, we have
L k, A : :
m0
/m({, z) X m
 :
m0
[LA(/m({, z))&(m+1)(:n+m) /m+1({, z)] Xm,
with :n=k& n2 . Iterating this map & times, we find, by induction on &, that
the composite map
J k, A ww
L k, A J k+2, A ww
L k+2, A J k+4, A w
} } }
} } } wwww
L k+2&&2, A J k+2&, A
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maps m0 /m({, z) Xm to
:
m0
:
&
j=0
(&1) j+& L jA(/m+&& j)(
&
j )(m+&& j)! (m+:n+2&& j&2)!
m! (m+:n+&&2)!
Xm
and composing this with the map ,(X)  ,(0) gives (&1)
& (:n+2&&2)! &!
(:n+&&2)! !& ,
where
!&({, z)= :
&
j=0
(&1) j L jA(/&& j)(:n+2&& j&2)!
j !(:n+2&&2)!
.
We get, from (3.8),
(!& | k+2&, A M)({, z)=!&({, z),
for every M # 1. The condition /& in (3.2) and the fact LA(/&)|A [*, +]=
LA(/& |A [*, +]) in (3.7) imply that !& also satisfies
(!& | A [*, +])({, z)=!&({, z), \*, + # Zn.
Finally we note that !& has an expansion of the form in (3.3) from (3.6). K
If we invert the formula (3.4) we get
/&({, z)= :
&
l=0
LlA(!&&l)(:n+2&&2l&1)!
l !(:n+2&&l&1)!
.
By choosing !0= f, !1=0, ..., !&=0, for f # Jk, A , we obtain the following
Corollary.
Corollary 3.4. Let f ({, z) # Jk, A . Then
f ({, z; X)= :

&=0
L&A( f ({, z))
&! (:n+&&1)!
X &, :n=k&
n
2
,
satisfies the following functional equation:
f \M{, z#{+$ ;
X
(#{+$)2+=(#{+$)k e(?i##{+$) z tAz e4?i |A| (#X#{+$) f ({, z; X ).
4. LINEAR OPERATORS
In this section we construct multilinear differential operators on Jk, A
using Theorem 3.1. Multilinear differential operators on the space of classical
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Jacobi forms on H_C, i.e., the case when n=1, have been already studied
in [3]. The main result given in this section is a generalization of Theorem
3.4 given in [3].
For an even positive definite symmetric n_n matrix A, define
z, A= :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
Aij

zi
,
where Aij is the cofactor of the entry a ij of A.
Definition 4.1. Let fi , 1il, be holomorphic functions on H_Cn,
and let Y=( y1 , ..., yl&1) # Cl&1. For k i # Z, Ai even positive definite
integral n_n matrix, 1il, and any nonnegative integer &, define
[ f1 , ..., fl ; k1 , ..., kl , A1 , ..., Al]Y, &
:= :
r1+ } } } +rl+ p=w&2x
Cr1 , ..., rl , p(k1 , ..., kl) Dr1 , ..., rl (A1 , ..., Al ; Y )
_L pB(L
r1
A1
( f1) } } } LrlAl( fl)),
where
Cr1 , ..., rl , p(k1 , ..., kl)
=
(&1) p (:+&& p&2)!
p! (:+&&2)!
‘
l
q=1
1
rq ! (:q+rq&1)!
,
Dr1 , ..., rl (A1 , ..., Al ; Y)
= ‘
l
q=1 \
|B|
|A1 |+ } } } +|Al |
& :
q&1
j=1
|Aj | yj+ :
l
j=q+1
|Aj | yq+
rq
,
:q=kq& n2 , 1ql, :=k1+ } } } +kl&
n
2 and B=
l
q=1 Aq . Note that the
summation lj=q is equal to 0 if q>l.
Theorem 4.2 (Multilinear operators). Let fi # Jki , Ai , 1il, and Y=
( y1 , ..., yl&1) # Cl&1. Define
[ f1 , f2 , ..., fl]Y, & :=[ f1 , ..., fl ; k1 , ..., kl , A1 , ..., Al]Y, &
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if & is even and
[ f1 , f2 , ..., fl]Y, &
:= :
l
q=1 \& :
q&1
j=1
|Aj | yj+ :
l
j=q+1
|Aj | yq+
_[ f1 , ..., z, Aq fq , ..., fl ; k1 , ..., kl , A1 , ..., Al]Y, &
if & is odd.
Then, for each nonnegative integer &, [ f1 , . . . , fl ]Y , & is in
Jk1+ } } } +kl+&, A1+ } } } +Al .
Proof. Let f q be the formal power series associated to Jacobi form
fq # Jkq , Aq , 1ql, in the sense of Corollary 3.4. And let
Yq=
|B|
|A1 |+ } } } +|Al |
& :
q&1
j=1
|Aj | yj+ :
l
j=q+1
|Aj | yq , 1ql,
for any Y=( y1 , ..., yl&1) # Cl&1. We split a proof into two cases.
The case when & is even; for any fixed Y=( y1 , ..., yl&1) # Cl&1, consider
a formal power series FY ({, z; X) defined by
FY ({, z; X)= ‘
l
q=1
f q ({, z; YqX ).
From Corollary 3.4, for any M=( V#
V
$) # 1, FY ({, z; X ) satisfies the func-
tional equation (3.1);
FY \M{, z#{+$ ;
X
(#{+$)2+=(#{+$)k e(?i##{+$) ztBze4?i |B| (#X#{+$)FY ({, z; X),
where k=k1+ } } +kl and B=A1+ } } } +Al . Letting
FY ({, z; X)= :

m=0
/m({, z) X m,
we have
/m({, z)= :
r1+ } } } +rl=m
‘
l
q=1
1
rq !(:q+rq&1)!
Y rqq L
rq
Aq
( fq).
Note that /m({, z) is holomorphic in H_Cn and has a Fourier expansion
of the form in (3.3). Since Lemma 3.3 shows
LrAi( f i |Ai[*, *$])=(L
r
Ai
fi)|Ai [*, *$], \*, *$ # Z
n, 1il,
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for each r # Z+, we see that
(/m | B [*, *$])({, z)=/m({, z).
Thus we can get our result by applying Theorem 3.1 to FY ({, z; X ).
The case when & is odd; consider formal power series Gj, Y ({, z; X )
defined by
Gj, Y ({, z; X )=z, Aj f j ({, z; YjX ) ‘
l
q{ j
f q({, z; YqX ),
for 1 jl. Since, for each j,
z, Aj f j ({, z; X)=(#{+$)
&kj e&(?i##{+$) z tAj ze&4?i |Aj | (#X#{+$)
_\&2?i |Aj | \ :
n
q=1
zq+ ##{+$ f j+
1
#{+$
(z, Aj f j )+
_\M{, z#{+$ ;
X
(#{+$)2+ ,
we have
Gj, Y ({, z; X )=(#{+$)&(k1+ } } } +kl+1)e&(?i##{+$) z
tBze&4?i |B| (#X#{+$)
_\z, Aj f j&2?i |A j | # \ :
l
i=1
z i+ f j+\M{, z#{+$ ; Yj
X
(#{+$)2+
_ ‘
l
q{ j
f q \M{, z#{+$ ; Yq
X
(#{+$)2+ .
Letting
GY ({, z; X)= :
l
j=1 \& :
j&1
i=1
|Ai | yi+ :
l
i= j+1
|A i | yj+ Gj, Y ({, z; X ),
we can check, from (4.1), GY ({, z; X ) satisfies the functional equation (3.1)
with k=k1+ } } } +kl+1 and B=A1+ } } } +Al . And, letting
GY ({, z; X)= :

m=0
/m({, z) X m,
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we have
/m({, z)= :
r1+ } } } +rl=m
‘
l
q=1
1
rq! (:q+rq&1)!
Y rqq
_\ :
l
j=1 \& :
j&1
i=1
|Ai | yi+ :
l
i= j+1
|Ai | yj+ LrjAj (z, Aj f j) ‘i{ j L
ri
Ai
( fi)+ .
By the same reason as the previous case, we get
(/m | B[*, *$])({, z)=/m({, z)
for all *, *$ # Zn and /m has a Fourier expansion of the form in (3.3).
Applying Theorem 3.1 to GY ({, z; X), the result follows. K
As a special case of Theorem 4.2, we get a RankinCohen type bilinear
differential operator.
Corollary 4.3 (RankinCohen type operators). Let f # Jk, A1 and
g # Jk$, A2 . For each nonnegative integer & and Y # C, define
[ f, g]Y, &= :
r+s+ p=&2
Cr, s, p(k, k$) Dr, s(A1 , A2 , Y) L pA1+A2 (L
r
A1
( f ) LsA2(g)),
if & is even and
[ f, g]Y, &= :
r+s+ p=w&2x
Cr, s, p(k, k$) Dr, s(A1 , A2 , Y) |A2 |
_L pA1+A2 (L
r
A1
(z, A1 f ) L
s
A2
(g))
& :
r+s+ p=w&2x
Cr, s, p(k, k$) Dr, s(A1 , A2 , Y)
_|A1 | L pA1+A2(L
r
A1
( f ) LsA2(z, A2 g)),
if & is odd, where
Cr, s, p(k, k$)=(&1) p
(#+&& p&2)!
r! s! p!(:+r&1)! (;+s&1)! (#+&&2)!
Dr, s(A1 , A2 , Y)=\ |A1+A2 ||A1 |+|A2 |+|A2 | Y+
r
\ |A1+A2 ||A1 |+ |A2 |& |A1 | Y+
s
,
and :=k& n2 , ;=k$&
n
2 , #=k+k$&
n
2+(&&2 w &2x). Then, [ f, g]Y, & is
in Jk+k$+&, A1+A2 .
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Remark 4.4. (i) The first two cases of Corollary 4.3 are
[ f, g]Y, 1=|A2 | (z, A1 f ) g&|A1 | f (z, A2 g),
[ f, g]Y, 2=
1
:!(;&1)! \
|B|
|A1 |+|A2 |
+|A2 | Y+ LA1 ( f ) g
+
1
(:&1)! ;! \
|B|
|A1 |+|A2 |
&|A1 | Y+ fLA2 (g)
&
1
(:&1)! (;&1)! (#+2)
LA1+A2 ( fg).
(ii) Bilinear differential operators on the space of elliptic modular
forms have been studied in [5] and called as the RankinCohen operators
in [12].
(iii) The above formula has been already studied in the case of the
space of classical Jacobi forms, i.e., the case when n=1[4].
5. CONNECTION WITH ELLIPTIC MODULAR FORMS
The correspondence between modular forms and Jacobi forms using
theta series was studied by Gritsenko [7] and Krieg [10]. In this section
we show the relation between the RankinCohen type bilinear differential
operators on Jacobi forms on H_Cn and those on elliptic modular forms.
This result generalizes Theorem 4.1 given in [1] which states the case
when n=1.
In [10], it was shown that a Jacobi form has the following theta series
expansion. Any f # Jk, A can be written as
f ({, z)= :
+ # A&1Z nZ n
f+({) %A, +({, z), (5.1)
where
f+({)= :
m0, m#&(q2) + tA+ (mod q)
:f \mq +
+tA+
2
, ++ e2?im{q,
%A, +({, z)= :
* # ++Z n
e?i{*tA*+2?i*tAz,
q=min[l # Z+ | l*tA* # 2Z for all * # A&1Zn].
Note that f+ is an elliptic modular form of weight k& n2 in 1 $, 1 $1
with finite index.
First we state the following Lemma.
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Lemma 5.1. For an even positive definite symmetric integral n_n matrix A,
LA(%A, +)=0.
Proof. A direct computation shows that
{%A, +=?i :
* # ++Z n
*tA*e?i{*tA*+2?i* tAz
zi %A, +=2?i :
* # ++Z n
:
n
l=1
a il*l e?i{*
t A*+2?i*tAz
:
n
k=1
Akizk %A, +=2?i |A| :
* # ++Z n
*k e?i{*
t A*+2?i*tAz
Using these relations, one checks that
\4?i |A|2 {& :
1i, j&
a ij \ :
&
l=1
A li zl+\ :
&
l=1
Alj zl++ %A, +=0.
Since nk=1 aik Ajk equals to |A| if i= j and zero otherwise, the left hand
side of above equation is equal to |A| LA(%A, +). The result follows because
A is positive definite. K
For f # Jk, A and g # Jk$, B , let
[[ f, g]]& := :
r+s=& \
:n+&&1
s +\
;n+&&1
r + |A| s (&|B| )r LrA( f ) L sB(g)
which is equal to (:n+&&1)!(;n+&&1)!&! (
d
dY)
& [ f, g]Y, 2& . The following results
state the theta series expansion in the sense of (5.1) for [[ f, g]]& . This
shows the relation between the RankinCohen type bilinear differential
operators on Jacobi forms and those on elliptic modular forms.
Theorem 5.2. For each f # Jk, A , g # Jk$, B , let
f ({, z)= :
+ # A&1Z nZn
f+({) %A, +({, z), g({, z)= :
+$ # B&1 Zn Z n
g+$({) %B, +$({, z)
be the theta series expansion in the sense of (5.1). Then
(i) For any nonnegative integer &,
[[ f, g]]&=(4?i |A| |B| )& :
+ # A&1Z nZ n
:
+$ # B&1ZZ n
[ f+ , g+$] e& %A, +%B, +$ ,
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where [ f+ , g+$]e& is the ordinary RankinCohen bracket operator on the
space of elliptic modular forms [12];
[ f+ , g+$]e&= :
r+s=&
(&1)r \:n+&&1s + \
;n+&&1
r + D r{( f+) Ds{(g+$),
where D{= dd{ , :n=k&
n
2 , and ;n=k$&
n
2 .
(ii) %A, +({, z) %B, +$({, z)= :
l # (A+B)&1 Z nZ n
3l; +, +$({) %A+B, l({, z),
where
3l; +, +$({)= :
l$ # l+Z n
*+*$=l$
* # A++Z n, *$ # B+$+Z n
e?i{(* tA&1 *+*$t B&1 *$&l$t (A+B)&1 l$).
(iii) [[ f, g]]& ({, z)=(4?i |AB| )& :
l # (A+B)&1 Zn Z n
hl({) %A+B, l({, z),
where
hl({)= :
+ # A&1Z nZn
:
+$ # B&1Z nZn
3l; +, +$({)[ f+ , g+$] e& .
Proof. (i) By Lemma 5.1, LA(%A, +)=0. So, for any nonnegative integer &,
L&A( f+({) %A, +({, z))=(4?i |A| )
& D&{( f+) %A, +({, z).
Thus
[[ f, g]]&= :
r+s=&
(&1)r \:n+&&1s +\
;n+&&1
r + |A| s |B| r LrA( f ) LsB(g)
= :
r+s=&
(&1)r \:n+&&1s +\
;n+&&1
r + |A| s |B| r
_(4?i |A| )r :
+ # A&1Z nZn
D s{( f+) %A, + } (4?i |B| )
s
_ :
+$ # B&1Z nZ n
Dr{(g+$) %B, +$
=(4?i |AB| )& :
+ # A&1Z nZn
:
+$ # B&1Z nZn
:
r+s=&
(&1)r
_\:n+&&1s +\
;n+&&1
r + D r{( f+) Ds{(g+$) %A, +%B, +$
=(4?i |AB| )& :
+ # A&1Z nZn
:
+$ # B&1Z nZn
[ f+ , g+$]e& %A, +%B, +$ .
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(ii) Note that A&1 and B&1 exist since A, B are positive definite. So,
%A, +({, z) %B, +$({, z)
= :
* # ++Z n
:
*$ # +$+Zn
e?i{(*tA*+*$tB*$)e2?i(* tA+*$t B) z
= :
* # A++Z n
:
*$ # B+$+Z n
e?i{(* tA&1*+*$tB&1*$)e2?i(* t+*$t) z
= :
l # (A+B)&1Z nZn
:
l$ # l+Z n
*+*$=l$
e?i{(*tA&1*+*$tB&1 *$&l$t (A+B)&1 l$)
_e?i{l$t (A+B)&1 l$e2?il t z
= :
l # (A+B)&1 Z nZ n
3l; +, +$({) %A+B, l({, z).
(iii) From (i), (ii), we get
[[ f, g]]& ({, z)
=(4?i |AB| )& :
+ # A&1Z nZ n
:
+$ # B&1Z nZ n
[ f+ , g+$] e&
_ :
l # (A+B)&1Z nZ n
3l; +, +$({) %A+B, l({, z)
=(4?i |AB| )& :
l # (A+B)&1 Z nZ n
:
+ # A&1 Z nZ n
:
+$ # B&1Z nZ n
[ f+ , g+$]e&
_3l; +, +$({) %A+B, l({, z)
=(4?i |AB| )& :
l # (A+B)&1 Z nZ n
hl({) %A+B, l({, z). K
6. MODULAR FORMS ON THE ORTHOGONAL GROUP
In this section, we study bilinear differential operators on the space of
modular forms over the orthogonal group. The Jacobi Fourier expansion
of modular forms on the orthogonal group has been studied in [10]. First,
let us recall the definition of modular forms over the orthogonal group
O(2, n+2) [10].
Let S be a positive definite even n_n matrix and consider
0 0 1
S0 :=\0 &S 0+1 0 0
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of signature (1, n+1) as well as the attached bilinear form
_S0(a, b) :=
1
2 a
tS0b, a, b # Rn+2.
The domain of positivity is
PS=[v # Rn+2 | _S0(v, e)>0, _S0(v, v)>0]
and the attached half-space is
HS :=[w=u+iv # Cn+2 | v # PS].
Let
0 0 1
S1 :=\0 S0 0+ .1 0 0
The orthogonal group
O(S1 ; R) :=[M # M(n+4)_(n+4)(R) | M tS1M=S1]
acts on HS _ (&HS) via
w [ M (w) :=(&_S0(w, w) b+Aw+c)(M[w])
&1,
where
: at ;
M=\b A c+ # M(n+4)_(n+4)(R), A # M(n+2)_(n+2)(R)# d t $
and M[w]=&#_S0(w, w)+d
tw+$.
Let 1S denote the subgroup of O(S1 ; Z) generated by the matrices
1 &gt So &_So ( g, g) 0 0 &1
Ng :=\0 I g + , J :=\ 0 V 0+ , (6.1)0 0 1 &1 0 0
where g # Zn+2, I=In_n and
0 0 &1
V :=\ 0 I 0+ .&1 0 0
A modular form over O(2, n+2) is defined as follows.
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Definition 6.1 [10]. Given k # Z a holomorphic function ,: HS  C is
called a modular form of weight k on HS if it satisfies
,(M (w) )=(M[w])k ,(w), for all M # 1S .
We denote the space of modular forms of weight k on HS by Mk(1S).
Proposition 6.2. The following matrices belong to 1S .
1 0 0
TU :=\0 U 0+ where0 0 1
1 *t S 12 *
t S* 1 0 0
U=\0 I * + , \ * I 0+ , * # Zn,0 0 1 12 *t S* *t S 1
D* 0 0
MD :=\ 0 I 0+ where0 0 D
D=\:#
;
$+ # 1, D*=\
:
&#
&;
$ +
and
: 0 0 &; 0
0 : 0 0 ;
WA=\ 0 0 I 0 0+ where A=\:# ;$+ # 1.&# 0 0 $ 0
0 # 0 0 $
Proof. It is known that TU , MD # 1S (see [10]). So, we only check that
WA # 1S ; since 1 is generated by ( 0&1
1
0), (
1
0
1
1) and WAWB=WAB , it is
enough to show that W( 0&1
1
0)
and W( 10
1
1)
belong to 1S . First, since
M( 0&1
1
0)
W( 0&1
1
0)
=J # 1S
we get W( 0&1
1
0)
# 1S . Also note that
W( 10
1
1)
=Ne1 # 1S , e1=(1, 0, ..., 0)
t.
Here, Ne1 is defined in (6.1). K
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The following Theorem states that a modular form on the orthogonal
group possesses a Jacobi Fourier expansion.
Theorem 6.3 [10]. Let S be an even positive definite n_n matrix. Given
k # Z each , # Mk(1S) possesses a Fourier expansion and a Jacobi Fourier
expansion of the form
{$
,(w)= :
\ # Z n+2, S0
&1\0
:,(\) e2?i\
tw= :

m=0
,m({, z) e2?im{$, w=\ z+ ,{
(6.2)
where
m
,m({, z)= :

l=0
:
2ml*tS&1*
* # Z n
:,(\) e2?i(l{+*
tz), \=\ *+ .l
If m1, then ,m # Jk, mS .
Given \ # Rn+2, \0 means that
_S0(\, e1)0, _S0(\, en+2)0, _S0(\, \)0,
where e1=(1, 0, ..., 0), en+2=(0, ..., 0, 1).
Similarly, we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Let S be an even positive definite n_n matrix. Given k # Z,
each , # Mk(1S) possesses a Fourier expansion and Jacobi Fourier expansion
of the form
{$
,(w)= :
\ # Z n+2, S0
&1 \0
:,(\) e2?i\
tw= :

l=0
l({$, z) e2?il{, w=\ z+ ,{
(6.3)
where
m
l({$, z)= :

m=0
:
2ml*tS&1 *
* # Z n
:,(\) e2?i(m{$+*
tz), \=\ *+ . (6.4)l
Then, for each l # Z+, l is in Jk, lS .
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Proof. Note that
TU (w) =({$, z+*{$, {+*tSz+ 12 *
tS*{$)t, TU[w]=1,
for
1 0 0 1 0 0
TU=\0 U 0+ # 1S , where U=\ * I 0+ , * # Zn.0 0 1 12 *t S* *t S 1
So, for each , # Mk(1S),
,(TU (w) )=,(({$, z+*{$, {+*tSz+ 12 *
tS*{$)t)
= :

l=0
l({$, z+*{$) e2?il({+*
tSz+(12) *tS*{$)= :

l=0
l({$, z) e2?il{
implies
e?il*tS*{$+2?il*tSzl({$, z+*{$)=l({$, z), \l1. (6.5)
Since, for each +~ =(0, +, 0)t, + # Zn, the following relations
N+~ (w) =({$, z++, {)t and N+~ [w]=1
imply that
,(N+~ (w) )=,(({$, z++, {)t)
= :

l=0
l({$, z++) e2?il{
= :

l=0
l({$, z) e2?il{.
Therefore,
l({$, z++)=l({$, z), + # Zn, for each l # Z+. (6.6)
From the Eqs. (6.5), (6.6), we obtain, for each l # Z+,
l({$, z)=e?il*
tS*{$+2?il*tSzl({$, z+*{$++), \*, + # Zn. (6.7)
On the other hand, since, for each A=( :#
;
$) # 1, WA [w]=#{$+$ and
WA (w)=\A{$, z#{$+$ , {&
#
2(#{$+$)
zt Sz+
t
,
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we get
,(WA (w) )=, \\A{$, z#{$+$ , {&
#
2(#{$+$)
ztSz+
t
+
= :

l=0
l \A{$, z#{$+$+ e2?il({&(#2(#{$+$)) zt Sz)
= :

l=0
e&2?il(#2(#{$+$)) z tSzl \A{$, z#{$+$+ e2?il{
=WA[w]k ,(w)=(#{$+$)k :

l=0
l({$, z) e2?il{.
Therefore, l satisfies
(#{$+$)&k e&2?il(#2(#{$+$)) z tSzl \A{$, z#{$+$+
=l({$, z), for each l # Z+. (6.8)
So, finally, the three Eqs. (6.4), (6.7), (6.8) imply that l({$, z) is in Jk, lS ,
for each l # Z+. K
We now ready to define multilinear differential operators on the space of
modular forms on the orthogonal group. First, we consider the following
differential operator.
Definition 6.5. Let S be an even positive symmetric n_n matrix.
Define
DS=
1
sn&1 \2 |S| { {$& :1i, jn S ijzi zj+ ,
where s is the greatest common divisor of all entries sij , 1i, jn, of S
and Sij is the cofactor of the entry sij of S.
The following Theorem is the explicit construction of multilinear differential
operators on the space of modular forms over the orthogonal group.
Theorem 6.6. Let S be an even positive definite symmetric n_n matrix.
For each , i # Mki (1S), 1il, and each nonnegative integer &, define an
operator [, ...,]S& on Mk1(1S)_Mk2(1S)_ } } } _Mkl(1S) by
[,1 , ..., ,l]S& = :
r1+ } } } rl+ p=&
Cr1 , ..., rl , p(k1 , ..., kl) D
p
S ((D
r1
S ,1) } } } (D
rl
S ,l)),
(6.9)
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where
Cr1 , ..., rl , p(k1 , ..., kl)=
(&1) p (;+2&& p&2)!
p!(;+2&&2)!
‘
l
q=1
1
rq ! (:q+rq&1)!
,
and :q=kq& n2 , 1ql, ;=k1+ } } } +kl&
n
2 . Then [,1 , ..., ,l]
S
& is in
Mk1+ } } } +kl+2&(1S).
Proof. For each , # Mk(1S),
,(w)= :
m0
,m({, z) e2?im{$, w=({$, z, {)t # HS ,
we get
DS(,)= :
m0
1
sn&1 \4?im |S| { ,m({, z)& :1i, jn S ij zi zj ,m({, z)+ e
2?im{$
= :
m>0
L*mS (,m({, z)) e
2?im{$.
Note that ,m({, z) is independent of the variable z when m=0, so
DS(,m)=0 if m=0. Thus, by induction on +, we have
D+S (,)= :
m0
L*mS
+(,m({, z)) e2?im{$.
Here, L*A is a normalized heat operator, i.e., L*A=
1
an&1
LA with a=
g.c.d.[aij | 1i, jn], A=(aij) (note that Theorem 4.2 still holds by
replacing LA with L*A and |A| with
1
an&1 |A| ).
From the definition of the operator [, ...,]S& given in (6.9), one directly
checks that
[,1 , ..., ,l]S& (w)= :
m10
} } } :
ml0
[,1m1 , ..., ,lml ]Y=0, 2& ({, z)
_e2?i(m1+ } } } +ml ) {$,
with [,1m1 , ..., ,lml ]Y = 0, 2& # Jk1 + } } } + kl , (m1 + } } } + ml ) S . Here,
[,1m1 , ..., ,lml]Y=0, 2& is defined as the same way as Theorem 4.2 but LA
and |A| are replaced by L*A and
1
an&1 |A|, respectively.
It is enough to check two functional equations to prove Theorem since
1S is generated by Ng and J, namely,
[,1 , ..., ,l]S& (Ng (w) )=[,1 , ..., ,l]
S
& (w), \g # Z
n+2,
[,1 , ..., ,l]S& (J (w) )=(J[w])
k1+ } } } +kl+2& [,1 , ..., ,l]S& (w).
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The first functional equation can be checked directly. To check the second
functional equation, we note the following facts; for
D* 0 0
M( 0&1
1
0)
=\ 0 I 0+ , D=\ 0&1 10+ # 1, D*=\01 &10+ ,0 0 D
we have
M( 0&1
1
0)
(w) =\{$&z
tSz
2{
,
&z
{
,
&1
{ +
t
, M( 0&1
1
0)
[w]=&{.
Therefore,
[,1 , ..., ,l]S& (M( 0&1
1
0)
(w) )
= :
m10
} } } :
ml0
[,1m1 , ..., ,lml ]Y=0, 2& \&1{ ,
&z
{ +
_e2?i(m1+ } } } +ml )({$&(#ztSz2{))
=(&{)k1+ } } } +kl+2& :
m10
} } } :
ml0
[,1m1 , ..., ,lml ]Y=0, 2& ({, z)
_e2?i(m1+ } } } +ml ) {$
=(M( 0&1
1
0)
[w])k1+ } } } kl+2& [,1 , ..., ,l]S& (w).
Moreover, if we let ,(w)=m=0 m({$, z) e
2?im{, then Lemma 6.4 implies
m({$, z) # Jk, mS , \m1. Since
W( 0&1
1
0)
(w) =\&1{$ , &
z
{$
, {&
ztSz
2{$ + , W( 0&1 10)[w]=&{$,
we get
[,1 , ..., ,l]S& (W( 0&1
1
0)
(w) )
= :
m10
} } } :
ml0
[1m1 , ..., lml ]Y=0, 2& \&1{$ , &
z
{$+
_e2?i(m1+ } } } +ml )({&(z tSz2{$))
=(&{$)k1+ } } } +kl+2& :
m10
} } } :
ml0
[1m1 , ..., lml]Y=0, 2& ({$, z)
_e2?i(m1+ } } } +ml) {
=(W( 0&1
1
0)
[w])k1+ } } } kl+2& [,1 , ..., ,l]S& (w).
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From the fact J=M( 0&1
1
0)
W( 0&1
1
0)
, we proved that the following func-
tional equation
[,1 , ..., ,l]S& (J (w) )=(J[w])
k1+ } } } +kl+2& [,1 , ..., ,l]S& (w)
holds. Here, we recall that
J (w) =(&{, z, &{$)t (J[w])&1, J[w]={{$& 12 z
tSz. K
As the special case of the above theorem, we obtain the RankinCohen
type bilinear differential operator for l=2.
Corollary 6.7. Let S be an even symmetric positive definite n_n
matrix. For each , # Mk(1S), ,$ # Mk$ (1S), define an operator [,]S& , for any
nonnegative integer &, as
[,, ,$]S& = :
r+s+ p=&
Cr, s, p(k, k$) D pS ((D
r
S,)(D
s
S,$)), (6.10)
where
Cr, s, p(k, k$)=(&1) p
(#+2&& p&2)!
r! s! p!(:+r&1)! (;+s&1)! (#+2&&2)!
.
Here :=k& n2 , ;=k$&
n
2 , #=k+k$&
n
2 . Then [,, ,$]
S
& is in Mk+k$+2&(1S).
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